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SHEET HANDLING MECHANISM 

Alfred F. Plerce, Olympia, Walla, alignor to American 
Ma-factlrlng Company, Inc., Tacoma, Wash, a cor 
poration of Washington ' 

Original No. 2 647,645 dated August 4, 1953 Serial No. 
91,411 time’ 6, 1949’. Application for "she July 1a, 
1955, 5,-1.1 No. 522,890 - 

20 Claims. (Cl. 214-16) 
Matter enclosed in heavy brachetsl] appears in the 

original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; nutter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. . 

In modern plywood factories presses of the multi 
platen type, because of their large load capacity, are used 
almost universally for bonding‘ the plywood sheets 
[panels]. In this type of press the [panels] sheets 
bonded are not arranged in a solid column or stack but 
are separated, individually or in groups, by a series of. 
press platens supporting them, which can then apply heat 
directly to the individual [panels] sheets for activat 
ing the bonding adhesive used. Preferably unloading of 
the press is accomplished by discharging the entire load of 
sheets [panels] as a single group by sliding them edge 
wise oh the press platens and into open shelves of a con 
veying receiving rack stationed adjacent to the offbeat side 
of the press. This unloading technique enables putting 
the press back to work immediately on a fresh load of 
[panellveneer stock, whereas the receiving rack can be 
unloaded and the [panels] sheets stacked during the en 
suing period while the press is in operation. - 

in the past the unloading and stacking of [panels] 
sheets from the rack has been manual. However, as such 
sheets [they] were rather inconveniently disposed in the 
rack to be grasped and removed by hand, and are usually 
too large [and heavy] for one man alone to handle con 
veniently, this unloading and stacking operation required 
virtually the full time of two men working as a team. 
My present invention relates [to a method and] to 

novel apparatus operating automatically in handling sheets 
in a stack and coordinating the elevation of the top of a 
stack of sheets with sheet transfer means which move 
sheets edgewise, such as in removing [the] panels or 
sheets from [the] a conveying receiving rack and stack 
ing them in a desired location for removal by a lift truck 
or similar conveyance. The invention includes, among 
various features, [the method, the] a double elevator 
assembly including one elevator carrying sheet transfer 
means and the other elevator carrying sheet stack sup 
porting means, which may constitute an automatic stack 
er, and the combination of such an [automatic stacker 
and] elevator, transfer means and stack supporting means 
combination with vertically spaced conveying means 
shelves alongside such a combination [a receiving rack 
cooperating therewith], the whole occupying a minimum 
of ?oor space. 
As a further object the [stacking] sheet handling ap 

paratus is compact, reliable in operation and comparative 
ly inexpensive to manufacture and maintain. Moreover, 
it operates rapidly as an automatic stacker so that there 
is no delay between readiness of [the] a press, for ex 
ample, to discharge a load of [panels] sheets into the 
multiple-shelf conveying rack and completion of the op 
eration of unloading the preceding batch of [panels] 
sheets from the shelves and stacking them. 

Still another and more speci?c object is to overcome 
the [evident] physical problem of moving large [with 
drawing] [the expansive, heavy], yet ?imsy, horizontally 
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disposed [panels from between the] sheets between con 
veyor shelves narrowly spaced [shelves which they occupy 
in the rack, and transfer ‘them to the top of a stack] ' 
vertically and a stack of sheets on an elevator alongside 
such shelves, 'in either direction, with minimum lost mo 
tion and delay. There are complications in doing this 
in that the height of a stack of sheets on the elevator varies 
[grows] progressively [from] between zero [to] and 
a selected height. Moreover, [the panels emerging] in 
dividual sheets moved relative to successive?y] from the 
rack] conveyor shelves must [do so] be so' moved at 
the different heights of such respective shelves. Ht] In 
unloading such shelves successively, for example, it is 
obvious that if the emerging end of a [panel or panel 
group] sheet at a considerable distance above the sheet 
stock were allowed, unsupported, to droop increasingly 
in the process of emerging from a narrow rack space, the 
trailing end of the sheet [panel or group] would eventual 
ly spring upward against the rack shelf above it,.halting 
the movement of the sheet [panel or group], and pos 
sibly causing damage. It is therefore evident that the 
[panels] sheets cannot simply be ejected haphazardly 
from the rack shelves, and allowed to drop as they may. 

I n light of these circumstances my invention comprises 
novel sheet transfer [panel unloading] and sheet stack 
[ing] supporting apparatus having adjustably elevated 
[conveyor] sheet transfer means cooperating with con 
veying means shelves [the receiving rack] and operable 
to move [the] sheets [panels] one after another edge 
wise relative to [from the rack] shelves closely spaced 
vertically in successive order, preferably commencing with > 
the lowermost shelf and progressing to the uppermost 
shelf, as the height [panel on the rack, into position for 
deposit on top] of the‘ stack of sheets varies [panels be 
ing formed]. Coacting with such [conveyor] sheet trans 
fer means is a [panel] sheet stack?ng] supporting plat 
form disposed adjacent to the [rack] conveying shelves 
and automatically adjusted in its elevation diiiierentially 
in relation to the sheet transfer [panel conveyor] means, 
to maintain the top of the sheet stack at all times [just 
slightly below the changing elevation of the emerging 
panels] at substantially the level of the sheet moving 
through the sheet transfer means. 

Preferably such elevated sheet transfer [conveyor] 
means is of the [continuous] pinching or clamping type, 
incorporating an upper roller and a lower belt, for ex 
ample, or‘ similar type, and [comprises] may include a 
horizontal row of [belt conveyors] such units the belts of 
which extend [lengthwise of the rack] into [its] shelf 
spaces of the rack perpendicular to the direction of move 
ment of the sheets to engage their bottom faces [of the 
panels], lift them off their respective shelves and trans 
port them edgewise therefrom to the stack, successively. 
In order to permit these [conveyor] sheet transfer ele 
ments to enter the rack spaces to engage and remove 
the [panels] sheets in that manner, and to allow the 
[conveyor] transfer elements to be elevated directly 
through the rack progressively from the level of one rack 
shelf to another, the rack shelves [are] may be con 
structed in [special] cantilever fashion. 
A further feature of the invention resides in the pro 

vision of elevator means carrying both the transfer [con 
veyor] means and the sheet stack[-]supporting platform, _ 
the latter being carried by a jack which is preferably of 
the hydraulic type and valve-controlled automatically in 
response to operation of the [conveyor] transfer means 
transferring successive sheets [panels from the rack] to 
or from the stack [being formed] on such platform. 
In the illustrated and preferred case the valve-controlled 
loaded hydraulic jack is intermittently released to descend 
by gravity in incremental amount relative to'the [con 
veyor] transfer means, such amount corresponding ap 
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proximatelyto the thickness‘ of a [panel] sheet, or group ' 
of [panels] sheets, carried by one shelf of the conveying 

. means rack [loader], each .time a [panel] sheet or 
[panel] sheet group is transferred to the stack on the 
platform. More particularly, the control valve which 
permits this incremental descent of the hydraulic jack is 
preferably controlled by mechanically actuated switch 
means set to open the hydraulic relief valve with the 
reception of each new [panel] sheet or [panel] sheet 
group on the top of the stack,_ and to close such valve 
automatically after the stack has descended a distance 
approximately equal to the increased height of the stack. 

' These- and other features, objects and advantages of 
the invention will be understood better by reference to 

. the following more detailed description and the accom-' 
vpanying drawings. ' 

Figure l is a vertical sectional view of the combination 
sheet‘ stack[ing] supporting mechanism and [receiving 
rack,] conveying means shelf assembly taken transversely 
thereof on. line"1—~l in Figure 3, part of the sheet con 
veying means assembly-[rack], shown in broken lines, 
being broken away; Figure _2 is a similar view showing 
the sheet staclt[ing] supporting mechanism in a different 
operating position. Figure 3 is a horizontal sectional 
view of the same taken on line 3-6 of Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is a horizontal, sectional view of the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting mechanism taken on line 4-4 in 
Figure 1-, parts, such as of the [panel conveyor elements] 
sheet transfer units, being broken away for convenience 
in illustration. 4 , . 

Figure 5 is an enlarged detail of a portion of the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting mechanism and [receiving rack] 
sheet conveying means assembly as shown in Figure 2. t 

Figure 6 is an end elevation view of the sheet stack[ing] 
supporting mechanism from its side facing the sheet_con 
veying means assembly [receiving rack]. - _ 

Figure 7 is a detail view of limit switch mechanlsm 
shown in Figure 6. '. I ° 

Figure 8 is a side elevation view of the sheet conveying 
means assembly [receiving rack,] indicating by broken 
lines the relation thereto of a multiplaten press and the 
sheet stack[ing] supporting apparatu . - _ 

In order to etfectuate the purpose of the invention, In 
the illustrative case, the plywood sheets orv panels dis 
charged from the multiplaten press 10 (Figure 8) are 
received individually on separate conveying means shelves 
in a receiving rack 12 from which they are subsequently 
removed and stacked by the stacking mechanism desig 
nated 14. The sheets or panels, not shown in Figure 8, 
are designated “P” in other ?gures. The invention itself , 
resides broadly in [the method of handling the panels 
after their ‘discharge from the press into the receiving 
rack, and in] the combination sheet conveying means, 
superposed shelf assembly [receiving rack] and sheet 
staek[ing] supporting mechanism [implementing such 
method]. However, the invention is not limited in its 
application to the handling of plywood panels or to the 
handling of [plywood panels] sheets received from a 
pultiplaten bonding press, but extends to any similar type 
of situation involving the handling of sheets, panels or 
similar objects for transfer relative to a stack[ing pur 
poses generally]. . ‘ . 

The multiplaten plywood bonding press illustrated in 
Figure 8 is of conventional form, generally comprising 
a stationary head or upper press block 16 supported by 
standards 18, a lower reciprocable press block or ram 20, 
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‘ for example. This means that the receiving rack 12 must . 
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wood [panel] veneer stock interposed therebetween, until 
the press platens 22 and the [panel] veneer stock form 
a solid column which is pressed to the desireddegree by ' 
ram 20,‘ forced against press block 16 for the requisite 
bonding period. At the same time, heat maybe applied 
to the [panels] sheets by the press blocks and individual ' 
platens to activate the bonding adhesive used. 
When the press is opened by descent of' theram ‘20 to" 

restore the original three-inch spacing between platens ' 
22 the pressed plywood sheets‘ or panels are discharged 
from the interplaten openings by suitable‘ means (not 
shown) into the respective conveying shelves of the wait 
ing receiving rack 12 stationed adjacent to' the press. 
The height of a twenty opening press when open, between 
block 16 and ram 20, may be in the vicinity of ten feet, 

be of corresponding height, as the individual rack shelves 
24 must lie approximately inhorizontal registry withv the 
individual press platens 22 to which they correspond if 
the [panels] sheets are to be transferred from the press 
to the rack by simply moving them horizontally edgewise, 
which is the preferred meth . ‘ ‘ ' 

With a receiving ‘rack in the vicinity‘ of ten feet in 
height above ‘?oor level, and with plywood [panels] 
sheets four feet by eight feet and larger, perhaps in groups 
[perhaps] as much as two inches thick, carried'by the 
shelves of the-rack to its full height, one may readily 
appreciate the difficulty of taking the sheets [panels] out 
ofthe rack and stacking them‘ when done manually. By 
the present invention the receiving rack is constructed 
speciallyand cooperates with novel mechanism which 
automatically unloads the rack and stacks the plywood 

_ sheets [panels]. All of this is done in the few minutes 
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between the time pressed sheets are- discharged from the 
press [closes on ‘a succeeding batch of panels] and the 
time the press later opens with the next batch of [those 
panels] sheets freshly bonded and ready to be discharged 
into'the receiving rack. - Y -' . 

While various details of the rack 12 are entirely option 
al in form, there are certain features about it which are 
important according to- the practice of my invention. 
0f importance is the general construction ofthe rack 
shelves and the generalv manner in which they are sup 
ported from the rack framework. The rack framework 
itself 'is subject to considerable variation and consists in 
the present case‘of a base 26 and upright rectangular 
side frames 28 braced by diagonal members 30 connected 
to the base.v For considerations of convenience not here 
important the base 26 has wheels 32 at its four corners 
which ride on supporting rails 34, extending lengthwise 
between the press and the stacking mechanism 14. 

> One vertical side of each rectangular rack frame 28 
is situated at the end of the rack nearest the press 10. 
The other and parallel side of each such frame is situated 
generally intermediately between that end and the oppo 
site end of the receiving rack. Between these vertical 
side members of the rectangular frame 28 on opposite 
sides of the rack extend a plurality of structural mem 
bers 36, such as angle iron or the like, arranged horizon 
tally and at vertical intervals corresponding to the spacing 
between platens 22 of the press 10 when the press is 

' open. If the press with which the receiving rack is to be 

usually hydraulically actuated, and a plurality of work - 
separating platens 22 arranged in series between the upper 
block 16 and ram 20. The press is loaded by inserting 
stock for one or more plywood sheets or panels between 
each successive pair of platens 22 which are separated 
typically about three inches to receive the stock when the 
press is open. The hydraulic ram 20 is then raised to 
pick up the lowermost platen 22 carrying [panel] veneer 
stock, then the next successive platen and the next, pro 
gressively, one platen resting on the other with the ply 

used accommodates twenty plywood [panels] sheets, 
then there will be at least twenty of these horizontal struc— 
tural members 36 in each of the two vertical rows bridged 
between elements of the opposite frames. 
These horizontal structural members 36 constitute sup 

ports for individual raclt- shelves or form a part thereof. 
Preferably such shelves are constructed in the manner 
herein illustrated (see Figures Sand 3), comprising one 
or more longitudinal members 38 extending substantially 
the full length of the rack between its ends adjacent to 
the press and the stacking mechanism 14, respectively. 
The longitudinal members 38 in each shelf are spaced 
apart widthwise of the rack at suitable intervals for a 
purpose to be ‘explained later herein. They are each 
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connected to the two horizontal structural members 36 
of the rack for such shelf, and project cantilever fashion 
a substantial portion of their length from their intermedi 
ate point of support, namely, on the intermediately lo 
cated structural member 36, toward the end of the rack 
adjacent to the stacking mechanism14. 
As much as one-half or more of the total length of 

members 38 may project in this manner, their free ends 
not being connected in any manner to each other or to 
any other part of the rack, so that endwise of the rack, 
viz. from press 10 to stacking mechanism 14, the shelf 
spaces are completely open throughout, and heightwise 
the rack is similarly unobstructed in that portion of its 
length between the projecting ends of the cantilever shelf 
members 38 and their generally intermediate points of 
support. Preferably the number of such longitudinal 
members included in each rack shelf is no greater than 
necessary, and they are distributed, to provide ample 
support to the freshly bonded plywood [panels] sheets 
discharged from the press, without excessive sagging of 
the [panels] sheets between supporting rack elements. 

The_[panels] sheets moving from the press onto the 
rack shelves cannot move edgewise far out of line lateral 
ly because of the presence of the rectangular side frames 
28 of the rack, which serve as retainer guides, although 
they will usually not be contacted by the sheets [panels]. 
Each of the longitudinal shelf members 38 carries sheet 
conveying means illustrated as a plurality of rollers 40 
to support the [panels] sheets and [minimize friction in 
sliding the panels] transport them -on and off the rack 
shelves. The shelves are, in the illustrated case, of 

GI 

hydraulic jack 48 on the elevator frame at substantially 
the same level as, and preferablyv slightly below, the level 
of the belts [conveyors] of the transfer units 42. When 
the stacking operation is to be commenced, the transfer 
belts [conveyors], thus positionally related to the plat 
form, are disposed by the lower elevator 66 in their low 
ermost position, namely, [beneath] in registry with the 

‘ bottom [panel or panel group P] conveying shelf in the 
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such proportions that the longitudinal dimension of the - 
[panels] sheets supported thereby extend widthwise of 
the rack, .50 that a long edge of the [panel] sheet is its 
leading edge in moving through the rack from the 'press 
toward the stacking mechanism 14, but such sheet orien 
tation is not essential. ’ 
The sheet transfer [stacking] mechanism includes a 

plurality of generally horizontal [conveyors] transfer 
units 42, preferably of the sheet pinching [belt] type, 
arranged for disposition in substantially [in] horizontal 
registry with the respective sheet conveying means shelves 
in succession'and carried for bodily movement up and 
down through the open spaces between the cantilever ele 
ments 38 comprising the rack shelves. As shown in Fig 
ure 3, four of these [conveyors] transfer units arranged in 
a horizontal row are employed, located at intervals across 
the width of the receiving rack 12. Their function is to 
engage the underside of a sheet [panel] P, or a group of 
sheets [panels] on a single rack shelf, and transfer the 
[panel] sheet or [panel] sheet group from such shelf 
to the top of a stack S of sheets on sheet stack supporting 
[panels being formed by the stacking] mechanism, as 
will be explained. Generally these [conveyors] transfer 
units 42 extend lengthwise of the [rack far enough into] 
direction of movement of the sheets in the rack shelf 
spaces for enough so that when they engage the under 
side of a [panel] sheet and lift it from the rack the [con 
veyor] transfer unit belts will carry a suf?cient part of the 
total weight of the [panel] sheet and contact a suflicient 
surface area thereof to draw the sheet along; the conveying 
means [panel from its remaining support] on the shelf 
[and set it into motion on the conveyor belts] toward 
the stack. These [conveyors] transfer units 42 are 
mounted on the side of an elevator [cage or] frame 44 
alongside the sheet conveying rack shelves to project 
the belts cantilever fashion into the rack shelf spaces, in 
terdigitated with the cantilever shelf supports 38 (Figure 
3), and to be moved up and down by such elevator. 
The sheet stack[ing] supporting mechanism also in 

cludes a [panel stacking] platform 46 carried by a jack 
48 which in this case is preferably a hydraulic jack 
mounted directly in the base -of therelevator frame 44, 
as shown in [(] Figure l [)1 Initially the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform 46 is positioned by the 
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[loaded] sheet conveying rack assembly. The '[con 
veyor] transfer belts are ‘then started and the lower ele 
vator, carrying such belts [the conveyors], the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform and jack, is gradually 
raised, either uninterruptedly or step-by-step distances ' 

. equal to the shelf intervals, so that [until] the [conveyor] 
belts engage ?rst the sheet, [panel] load in the bottom 
‘rack space, then that in the next, and so on to the top 
shelf of the [stack,] rack. During such movement the 
transfer belts successively transfer[ring] from the rack 
individually each such sheet [panel] load as engaged 
[from the rack] and deposit[ing] such loads [them all] 
successively in a stack on the sheet stack[ing] support 
,ing platform 46 as the elevator 66 continues to rise. 
When ?nally the uppermost [panel] sheet load is re 
moved from the rack, travel of the elevator mechanism 
66 is automatically reversed and the entire elevated mech 
anism lowered until the [conveyors] transfer belts 42 
have descended to their initial positions at the base of the 
rack ready for commencing the unloading of the next 
batch of [panels] sheets therefrom. 

During the time the [conveyors] transfer units 42 are 
ascending [through] relative to the rack [spaces] shelves 
successively to. unload the sheets from them, [panels] the 
sheet stack[ing] supporting platform 46 supported by the 
jack 48 is being lowered by increments [on] by such 
iack relative to the elevator frame 66 and the transfer 
means 42 [in relation to the conveyors], so that, as the 
[growing] stack of sheets [panels] on the platform in 
creases in height, the top of such stack will nevertheless 
be maintained always substantially at [a] the level of 
such transfer means [always slightly below that of the 
ascending conveyors]. Thus, the [panels] sheets trans 
ferred bythe transfer means [conveyors] do not‘have . 
to drop or tilt_downward appreciably in being placed 
[coming to rest] on the stack. Moreover, the top of the 
stack will never ‘be so high as to obstruct such transfer. 
After the stack has [grown] been built up to the desired 
size, perhaps comprising two or three press loads of 
sheets [panels], it may be removed from the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform by a lift truck or similar 
conveyance and a‘new stack commenced. At that time 
the sheet stack[ing] supporting platform is [restaged] 
reset in relation to the [conveyors] transfer means so 
that the top of the platform will again be located at sub 
stantially the same [only slightly below the] level [of] 
as the [conveyors] transfer means, prepared to receive 
the lowest [panel] sheet in the receiving rack. 

Having in mind these general features of the apparatus 
certain other details of construction and operation of its 
illustrated form will now be explained.’ Because it is 
usually convenient to mount the press and to support the 
receiving rack at ?oor level, it is necessary to mount the 
elevator mechanism on a sub-?oor 50 (Figure l). The 
elevator [frame] guide structure consists of four corner 
posts 52 which extend from the sub-?oor 50 to a height 
somewhat above the top of the receiving rack and serve 
as guides for travel of the elevator frame 44 and stacking 
platform 46 movable differentially in relation to such 
frame. At its.top the elevator framework is completed 
by a suitable girder structure 54 which spans between 
the four posts to constitute a support for the elevator hoist 
mechanism. The latter includes an electric motor drive 
unit 56 (Figures 1 and 6) connected by a chain and 
sprocket transmission to a central drive shaft 58 which 
rotates two cable drums 60, one at each end. At the 
four comers of the top of the elevator framework are 
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located cable guide sheaves 62, over which run the hoist ' 
cables 64 connected to the corners of the base of the 
elevator cage, as shown in Figures 1 and 6, for example. 
The hoisting mechanism as such is rather conventional 
and should require no further description. ' . 
The minimum height dimension of the elevator fram 

[or cage] 44 between its base 66 and the mounting lo 
cation thereon of the sheet transfer means [conveyors] 
42 is governed primarily by the desired maximum height 
of a stack .of [panels] sheets to be accumulated on the 
sheet stackftng] supporting platform 46. The length of 
the barrel or cylinder 68 of the hydraulic jack 48 will be 
governed by substantially the same considerations. This I 
hydraulic cylinder, mounted on'the elevator base, pro 
iects downwardly therefrom and is accommodated in a 
sub-?oor pit 70 in the lowered position of the elevator 
frame 44. The cylinder is of the single-ended type, hav 
ing a ?uid conduit connection 72 (Figure 1) only at its 
bottom end and a solenoid actuated control valve 130 
in such ?uid conduit to control actuation of the hydraulic 
piston 14 cooperating vwith such cylinder, whereby to es 
tablish the height of the sheet-stack[ing] supporting plat‘ 
forrn on the [cage] frame 44 and in relation to the 
[conveyors] shcet transfer means v42. ~ . 
The details of the sheet stack[ing] supporting platform 

46 and the elevator frame [or cage] 44 are not especially 
pertinent to an understanding of the invention. Su?ice 
it to say that the elevator, the sheet stack[ing] supporting 
platform, and the base 66 of the elevator [cage] frame 
are suitably constructed to carry theirrespective loads, 
and are suitably guided for vertical travel on the corner 
guide posts 52. On its end'remote from the receiving 
rack the sheet stack[ing] supporting platform preferably 
carries two or more upright rods 76 which serve as stops 
for the [panels] sheets sliding across the top of the stack 
being formed on the platform, carried by momentum from 
the belts [conveyors] 42 to [their rest positions on] the 
stack. At its end adjacent to the receiving rack the 

10 

ported on the elevator vertical [cage] framework 78 
by pivot 99 for swinging about a horizontal axis de?ned 
thereby., This arm carries a second belt guide sheave 
100 at an intermediate location between pulleys 94 and 
96. The conveyor belt 102 passes around all three of 
these sheaves which locate its upper stretch ‘appreciably 
above the top of the arm or any other parts carried - 
thereby which might tendv to interfere with free move 
ment of the [panels] sheets canied by the belts. Belt 
tension is maintained or adjusted by-providing the guide 
sheave 96 with an adjustable journal support 104 to 

_ establish itsposition lengthwise of the arm. 
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vThe arm 98 is mounted pivotally on pivot 99 in the 
manner described as a protective or safety feature. In 
the absence of special provision, should a [panel] sheet 
being transferred from the rack to the stack on the ele 
vator platform by the transfer belts [conveyors] be in 
terrupted for any reason and fail to move clear of the 
rack before the progressively ascending belts [conveyors] 
42 raise the [panel] sheet so far as to contact the rack 
shelf next above, there will be a complete blockage in 
operation of the [stacking] sheet handling mechanism 
because the stopping of the [panel] sheet in that inter 
mediate position will check further ascent of the ele— 
vator. The special provision which circumvents any such 
possibility comprises yieldable supports for the pivoted 

' belt conveyor arms 98 which normally hold such arms 

elevator [cage] frame 44 embodies a vertical framework - 
78 (Figure 6) which supports the transfer belts [con 

~'veyors] 42 and certain other mechanism near‘ its upper 
end, and which has suitable slide elements 80 (Figure 8) 
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at each end by which it is guided from comerposts 52 ' 
for vertical travel. 
The upper end of this framework 78 carries project 

ing arms 82 which actuate slide rods 84 for_ movement 
up and down with the elevator. The upper ends of these 
slide rods telescope within cylindrical guide tubes 86 sup 
ported from the ceiling and braced laterally from the 
elevator guide structure [framework], vas shown [(1 in 
Figure l [)1 These rods serve as stops to prevent 
[panels] sheets discharged from the press into the rack 
overtraveling the conveying rack shelves by momentum 
in the direction of the sheet stack[ing] supporting mech 
anism. They do not interfere with transfer of the 
[panels] sheets from the rack to the [panel] stack by 
belts [conveyors] 42 because their lower ends are main 
tained a short constant distance above the tops of such 
[the conveyor] belts to clear the [panels] sheet or sheet 
group thereon [, and because] by mounting the rod 
supporting arms 82 [are mounted] on [and move ver 
tically with] the elevator vertical [conveyor-supporting] 
framework 78 for movement vertically therewith.’ 
As shown in Figure 6, the framework [this portion] 

78 of the elevator [cage or] frame 44 carries at its top 
an electric motor drive unit 88 connected by a trans 
mission chain and sprocket, encased in a.guard 90, to 
a countershaft 92 which extends the width of such [ele 
vator] framework [portion,] and is journaled thereon. 
This countershaft rotates [belt conveyor] drive pulleys 
94'(Figure 5)[in each of] cngageable with the respec 
tive sheet transfer belts [conveyors] 42. As shown best 
in this ?gure, each belt [conveyor] additionally em 
braces [includes] a guide sheave 96 journaled at the 
outer end of a supporting arm 98 which is pivotally sup 
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generally level, but which can yield if necessary to allow 
for some additional ascent of the elevator [cage] frame 
44 even after a panel becomes caught between a rack 
shelf and the transfer belts [conveyor] in the manner 
previously indicated, without damage to the mechanism 
as a whole. The yieldablc support for a cantilever 
[conveyor] belt arm (Figure 5) comprises a spring 106 
reacting upwardly against the arm from a support bracket 
108 to maintain the arm normally in horizontal position 
projecting its [conveyor] belt endwise into the receiving 
~rack. The arm‘s position may be varied by means of 
a support 110 adjustable for raising and lowering the 
base end of the spring as desired. 

In addition, the precautionary support construction of 
the transfer belt [conveyors] units includes a safety 
switch 112 arranged to be actuated by excessive down 
ward de?ection of a [conveyor] belt arm in the event 
of a [panel] sheet P being caught between the belt [eon 
veyor] and the rack shelf next above the [panel] sheet 
on it, as shown in Figure 5. This switch 112 is included 
in the energizing circuit (not shown) for the elevator 
hoist motor 56; preferably also in the energizing circuit 
for the belt [conveyor] drive motor 88. The motor 
energizing circuits may be conventional and need no il 
lustration herein. The switch may include a control lever 
114 actuatedby an arm 116 whose base end is pivoted on 
a supporting bracket 118. This actuating arm is de 
pressed by a rod or bolt 120 interconnecting the same with 
the [conveyor] belt arm 98 so that as the latter is forced 
to swing down by a predetermined amount relative to the 
elevator cage, the actuating arm 116 releases the lever 
114 of switch 112, which is spring-pressed toward open 

‘position and deenergizcs the electric motors operating the 
[stacking] sheet handling mechanism. Preferably each 
of the four transfer belt units [conveyors] and support 
ing parts thereof have similar switch mechanism since 
it is possible that blockage of the ascent of only one 
of the belt [conveyors] units may take place while the 
others are free to rise, and it will be just as desirable 
to stop the motors in that event as in the case where 
all are blocked. ' 

A greater degree of positiveness in ‘the conveyance or ' 
transfer of [panels] sheets from the rack to the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform isi-obtained by provision 
of pinching or clamping type sheet transfer means in 
cluding in combination with the sheet transfer belts arm 
supported driven hold-down or pinch rolls [rollers] 132, 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, which press the sheet [panel] 
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or [panel] sheet group down against the respective belts 
[conveyors] 102 and cooperate with such [conveyors] 
belts in moving [it] the sheet or sheet .group, after [be 
ing] it has moved far enough from the rack to pass be 
neath such rolls. These roll[er]s are belt-driven from 
pulleys 140 on a countershaft 134 (Figure 6), driven 
by the same chain mechanism which drives countershaft 
92 from drive unit 88. Such countershaft also serves as 
the support for arms 136 which carry the roll[er]s 132. 
These arms are free to swing downward toward their 
respective belt conveyors 102, being iournaled on shaft 
134, but are limited in their downward displacement so 
that the roll[er]s 132 cannot actually contact or wedge 
past the [conveyor] belts beneath them, although they 
can readily press against the top of a [panel] sheet rest 
ing on such belts. The[ir] lowermost position of the 
rolls 132 is established by an adjustable stop 138 (Fig 
ure 2). The arms are swung downward a?irmatively 
and their roll[er]s 132 forced against the [panel] sheet 
producing a ?rm grip on the [panel] sheet when being 
transferred[,] by virtue of the torque applied to the 
arms 136 as an inherent result of the turning of the belt 
drive pulleys 140 which drive the roll[er] drive belts 
142. Such rotation of the arms 136 is resisted by a 
[panel] sheet on the belts [conveyors] 102, or by the 
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stop 138 when no [panel] sheet is interposed between i 
the belts I02 [conveyors 42] and the roll[er]s 132. 
The upper end of the elevator [cage or] frame 44 

also carries a bracket 121, shown in Figure 2, to which 
a control arm 122 is pivotally connected. This swing 
able arm extends laterally over the sheet stack[ing] 
supporting platform 46 and carries a roller 124 at its 
swinging end, which is adapted to rest directly on top of 
the stack of [panels] sheets being formed on the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform. The supported end of 
the arm is arranged to actuate a switch 126 which oper 
ates the solenoid valve 130 (Figure 1). The arm has 
a normal position in which such switch is open and the 
solenoid valve closed to prevent discharge of hydraulic 
?uid from the cylinder 68, and thereby maintain at a 
constant elevated position the jack and sheet stack[ing] 
supporting platform relative to the elevator [cage] 
frame. However, if the arm is-raised slightly, namely, 
by the thickness of a sheet [panel], from this normal 
position, it closes the switch 126 which opens the solenoid 
valve 130 to allow discharge of hydraulic ?uid from the 
cylinder, enabling the platform to descend by its own 
weight on the jack. 
As the platform descends the arm 122 carrying roller 

124 resting on top of the stack of [panels] sheets swings 
downward, and after its swinging end has descended 
an amount approximately equal to the increase in height 
of the [panel] stack the switch 126 is again opened and 
the discharge of ?uid from the cylinder cut off. It will 
therefore be evident that each time a sheet [panel] or 
[panel] sheet group moves from the belts [conveyor] 
onto the stack and slides beneath the roller 124 it raises 
the swinging end of arm 122 to close the valve control 
switch 126, and initiates descent of the jack. By this 
means the top of the stack of sheets [panels] on the 
sheet stack[ing] supporting platform 46 is always main 
tained at the level of or just slightly below the level of 
the transfer belts [conveyors], as desired. 
The upper and lower limits of travel of the elevator 

[cage] frame and transfer units [belt conveyors] car 
ried thereby are established by means of limit switch 
mechanism illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.. Such mecha 
nism includes a switch control rod 144 extending gener 
ally the height of the elevator structure. The weight of 
this rod is carried at its upper end by support means in 
cluding a switch box 146 having apertures through which 
the rod is guided for limited vertical displacement, and 
a spring 148 reacting against a ?xed collar 150 at the 
upper end of the rod to urge such rod normally into an 
upwardly displaced position; Inside the switch box 146 
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the rod carries a cam sleeve 152 constituting a vswitch 
actuating element. Two switches are arranged inside 
the switch box, an upper switch 154 arranged to be 
actuated by the sleeve 152 upon upward movement of 
the rod 144 to reverse the electric motor operating the 
hoist mechanism, and a lower switch 156 arranged to be 
actuated by such sleeve 152 to stop the hoist motor by 
downward displacement of such rod. The straight por 
tion of the rod depending form the switch box carries 
thereon two ?xed collars, an upper collar 156 and a lower 
collar 160, spaced apart by the desired length of travel 
of the elevator frame 44. The base 66 of the elevator 
[cage] frame has an element 162 shown in Figure 6 
which projects laterally therefrom to slide over the sec 
tion of rod 144 between these collars, and raise and lower 
the rod by contacting the collars 158 and 166, respec 
tively. 

During ascent of the elevator frame 44 [cage], when 
the abutment element 162 strikes the upper ?xed collar 
158 it thereby raises the control rod 144, which trips the 
switch 154 and reverses the electric motor driving the 
hoist mechanism, to cause the elevator to descend. 
When the elevator [cage] frame approaches the desired 
lowermost position this abutment strikes the ?xed collar 
160 and, against the force of spring 148, depresses the 
control__rod 144 to actuate the switch 156 and stop the 
hoist drive motor. The drive motor can then be started 
again only by external means, such as by a separately 
controlled switch of the push-button type which will be 
depressed momentarily by hand at a desired later time, 
by-passing the switch 156 in a suitable hoist motor ener 
gizing circuit, until the elevator [cage] frame has 
ascended again su?iciently to break the engagement of 
abutment 162 with collar 160 which had been held de 
pressed by the‘ abutment to hold switch 156 open. It 
will be obvious that various other control arrangements 
could be utilized to control stopping and starting of the 
elevator and to limit its vertical travel in either direc 
tion. 
As an added precaution, or in lieu of limit switches 

154 and 156, I may provide an additional limit switch 
164 (Figure 4), the same to be driven by a chain 166' 
synchronously with the hoist drive shaft 58. The switch 
164 may be so constructed and arranged that after a 
predetermined number of rotations of hoist drive shaft 
58 in one direction or the other to the desired extreme 
positions of corresponding travel of the elevator [cage] 
frame 44, the switch will operate to reverse or deenergize 
the hoist motor in unit 56, as desired. 

In general, it will be evident that the invention is not 
con?ned to the particular embodiment herein illustrated 
or to the details of such embodiment, but may assume 
various forms. For example, any elevator or hoist 
mechanism which causes the sheet stack[ing] supporting 
platform and the sheet transfer [conveyors] units to be 
elevated differently in order to maintain the top of the 
stack of [panels] sheets on the sheet stack[ing] support 
ing platform even with or a desired distance below the 
level of the sheet transfer means [conveyors] at all 
times may be employed. That is the important thing, 
although the preferred manner of implementing it is 
that illustrated in which the hydraulic jack or other 
means supporting the sheet stack[ing] supporting plat 
form is mounted directly on the elevator means which 
carries the sheet transfer means [conveyors]. Another 
and perhaps more obvious way of obtaining relative 
elevation of platform and sheet transfer [conveyors] 
means would be by use of a jack mounted stationarily 
and coordinated with movement of the elevator carrying 
the transfer means [conveyors]. Likewise, other forms 
of transfer means [conveyors] may be employed to 
remove the [panels] sheets from the receiving rackand 
deposit them in a stack on the platform. 
Moreover, in connection with the manner in which the 
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[conveyors] sheet transfer means and sheet stack[ing] 
supporting platform are elevated, it will be evident further 
that the hoist mechanism raising the elevator frame [cage] 
44, hence the sheet transfer units [conveyors] 42, need 
not be operated continuously, but may be caused to oper 
ate by progressive increments, so that the sheet transfer 
[conveyors 44] units 42 will be elevated intermittently 
in stages or increments, stopping at each conveying [re 
ceiving'rack] shelf long enough to transfer [thcpanel] 
a sheet or [panel] sheet group relativethereto, such as 
from such shelf [supported thereon] to the sheet 
staclt[ing] supporting platform, and then moving up to the 
next shelf, etc. Likewise, the sheet stack[ing] support 
ing platform supporting ‘jack need not be lowered by in 
crements each time a single [panel] sheet or [panel] 
sheet group is transferred to the stack, but may be lowered 
in larger steps initiated with the reception each time on 
the stack of an additional predetermined number of 
sheets [panels] or layers. Alternatively, the sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform could be lowered relative 
to the sheet transfer means [conveyors] at agenerally 
constant rate, whether the transfer [conveyors] belts were 
to be raised by increments or steadily. It is important, 
however these two principal moving elements may be 
motivated, that the top of the stack of [panels] sheets 
be kept always level with or below the level of the trans 
fer means [conveyors], but not so far below that level 
that the [panels] sheets must drop excessively in moving 
from the transfer [conveyors] means to the top of the 
stack. Otherwise they might be damaged or become 
caught and obstruct operation ofvthe system. 
As a matter of convenience in removing the stack of 

[panels] sheets from the sheet stack[ing] supporting 
platform, I prefer to lay a group of skids or spacers 168 
(Figures 2 and 6) on top [the stacking] of such plat 
form to serve as the support for the [panels] sheets 
thereon. These skids are oriented parallel to the direction 
of mov-ment of the [panels] sheets onto the stack, so 
. it a lift truck or similar conveyance can pick up the 
stack by inserting its lift fork beneath it. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. Sheet [Panel] stacking apparatus comprising a sheet 

stack[ing] supporting platform, means operable to de 
liver sheets [panels] at depositing locations directly above 
said platform at various elevations for stacking on said 
platform, and platform support means operable to adjust 
automatically the elevation of said platform in relation to 

I the height of the stack of sheets [panels] on said platform 
and the elevation of the location for delivery of each 
particular sheet [panel] by said delivery means, to dispose 
the top of the stack not more than a predetermined small 
distance below each such sheet [panel] delivery location 
irrespective of the elevation thereof. _ 

2. The sheet [Panel] stacking apparatus de?ned in 
claim 1, wherein the sheet [panel] delivery means com 
prises transfer [conveyor] means operable to transfer 
sheets [panels] edgewise in a generally horizontal direc 
tion to [the delivery] a depositing location, and [con 
veyor] elevator means carrying said [conveyor] transfer 
means and guided for vertical movement to vary the 
operating height thereof. 

3. The sheet [Panel] stacking apparatus de?ned in 
claim 2, wherein the platform support means is carried by 
the [conveyor] elevator means. . 

4. The sheet [panel] stacking apparatus de?ned in 
claim 2, wherein the platform support means is carried 
by the [conveyor] elevator means and comprises a hy 
draulic jack, and means controlling said jack to elfect 
descent of the platform by successive increments auto 
matically in response to successive [panel] sheet deliv 
eries by the [conveyor] transfer means to the top of the 
stack on the platform. . . 4 

5. Sheet [Panel] stacking apparatus comprising a sheet 
stack[ing] supporting platform, a [panel] sheet-support 
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1 
ing rack disposed adjacent to'said [stacking] platform 
and having a vertical series of [panel] sheet-receiving 
[shelf] shelves de?ning spaces opening edgewise toward 
the space above said platform, [panel conveyor] sheet ' 
transfer means operable to engage and transfer a [panel] 
sheet in the lowermost shelf space to the platform for de 
positing the same thereon, said platform normally being 
[disposde] disposed in elevation such that the top of the 
the sheet stack thereon is slightly below said lowermost 
shelf space, elevator means operable to elevate said [con 
veyor] transfer means progressively so as to engage and 
transfer, one after another, successively, [panels] sheets 
supported in the higher shelf spaces of said rack to the 
stack of [panels] sheets on said platform, means support 
ing said platform and operable to lower the same relative 
to said [conveyor] transfer means, and control means, ac~ 
tuated automatically in response to operation of said 
[conveyor] transfer means to transfer a [panel] sheet 
to the platform stack, to operate said platform supporting 
means to lower said platform progressively relative to 
said [conveyor] transfers means during successive trans 
fer of [panels] sheets to the platform stack, in such man 
ner that the top of said stack is maintained within a prede 
termined maximum distance below the [conveyor] trans 
fer means during progressive elevation thereof to engage 
and transfer the [panels] sheets. _ 

6. [Panel] Sheet stacking apparatus comprising a 
sheet stack[ing] supporting platform, a [panel] sheet 
supporting rack disposed adjacent to said [stacking] 
platform and having a vertical series of [panel] sheet 
receiving [shelf] shelves de?ning spaces opening edge 
wise toward the space above said platform, [panel con 
veyor] sheet transfer means operable to engage and trans 
fer a [panel] sheet in the lower[most] shelf space to 
the platform for depositing the same thereon, said plat 
form normally being disposed in elevation such that the 
top of the sheet stack thereon is slightly below'said 
lowermost shelf space, elevator means operable to elevate 
said [conveyor] transfer means progressively so as to 
engage and transfer one after another, successively, 
[panels] sheets supported in the higher shelf spaces of 
said rack to the stack of [panels] sheets on saidv plat 
form, hydraulic jack means carried by said elevator means 
and supporting said platform, ?uid actuating means for 
said jack means, operable to lower said [hydraulic] jack 
means and said platform, and control means, actuated 
intermittently by operation of said [conveyor] transfer 
means to transfer a [panel] sheet to the platform stack, 
to operate momentarily said ?uid actuating means, and 
thereby to lower said platform progressively by incre 
ments during successive transfers of [panels] sheets to 
the platformstack, in such manner that the top of said 
stack is maintained slightly below the [conveyor] trans 
fer means during progressive elevation thereof to engage 
and transfer the [panels] sheets. 

7. [Panel] The sheet stacking apparatus de?ned in 
claim 6, wherein the ?uid actuating means comprises a 
control valve, and the control means comprises a valve 
operating means and a control member cooperating with 
said valve-operating means, said control member being 
mounted on the elevator means for movement between 
a lowered position resting on the top [panel] sheet [on] 
of the platform stack, in which position said control 
member and valve-operating means controlled thereby 
operatively position said control valve to restrain lower 
ing of the [hydraulic] jack means relative to the ele 
vator means, and a raised position effected by transfer 
thereunder of a succeeding [panel] sheet to the top of 
the stack, movement of said control member to such 
raised position being e?ective to'move [to reposition] 
said control valve for lowering of the [hydraulic] jack 
means, the platform [and], the stack of [panels] sheets 
thereon and said control member [into] until the [lat 
ter’s] control member again reaches its lowered posi. 
tion to position said control valve again in its jack 
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restraining position, incremental lowering of the [hy— 
draulic] jack means occurring in such manner with each 
transfer of a [panel] sheet to the stack. 

8. [Panel] The sheet stacking apparatus de?ned in 
claim 6, wherein the ?uid actuating means comprises a 
solenoid-controlled normally closed hydraulic relief 
valve, opening of which vents ?uid from the loaded by 
draulic jack-means to enable lowering of the same by 
gravity, and closure of which halts such lowering, and 
the control means operating said valve comprises a switch 
for controlling energization of the valve solenoid and a 
switch-actuating member for said switch, carried by the 
elevator means for movement thereon between opposite 
switch-actuating positions and engageable by the top 
[panel] sheet on the platform stack, said switch-actuat 
ing member being movable into one switch-actuating po 
sition to open the valve by engagement of such member 
by a [panel] sheet transferred to the stack, to initiate 
lowering of the [hydraulic] jack means, and said mem 
ber being movable oppositely to close said valve again 
after the jack means, and thereby said sheet [panel] 
engaged by said switch-actuating member, has descended 
[by] substantially [a panel’s] the thickness of a sheet 
relative to the elevator means. 

9. Sheet [Panel] stacking apparatus comprising a 
[panel] sheet-supporting rack including a plurality of 
supporting shelves arranged in vertical series therein, said 
rack having an open discharge end for edgewise removal 
of the [panels] sheets from the rack shelves, a stacking 
platform disposed adjacent to said rack’s discharge end, 
[conveyor] "and" means cooperating with said rack’ : _ supporting means relative to said sheet transfer means. 
means operable to vary progressively the elevation of said 
[conveyor] transfer means in relation to the rack to 
transfer the [panels] sheets generally edgewise from the 
spaces above the different rack shelves, in successive or 
der to depositing locations directly above said platform 
and for depositing thereon, and jack means operable to 
adjust automatically the elevation of said platform, and 
hence of the top of the stack thereon, relative to the 
elevation of the [conveyor] transfer means, to locate the 
top of the stack in [panel] sheet-receiving position at 
all times slightly below [said conveyor means elevation] 
the elevation of said transfer means. 

10. The sheet [SIIstacking apparatus de?ned in claim 
9, wherein the rack comprises an open-ended frame 
work, and the plurality of rack shelves are supported, 
vertically arranged, by said framework, said shelves indi 
vidually comprising a longitudinal member spaced from 
and between the sides of said framework, transverse sup 
port members extending between the framework sides, a 
?rst one at a location generally between the ends of the 
rack, and another at a location spaced longitudinally 
therefrom, to support said longitudinal member project 
ing in cantilever fashion from said ?rst transverse mem 
ber in the direction away from the other transverse mem 
ber, the projecting cantilever portions of the longitudinal 
members of the plurality of shelves in the rack de?ning 
both longitudinal and vertical unobstructed openings 
therebctween, and further wherein the [conveyor] trans 
fer means comprises a plurality of [belt conveyors] con 
veyor belts movable in the rack spaces adjacent to and 
between .said longitudinal members. 

11. [Panel] Sheet stacking apparatus comprising rack 
means for initially supporting a series of substantially 
horizontally disposed [panels] sheets arranged in spaced 
superposed relationship, platform supporting means mov 
able vertically incrementally distances corresponding to 
the vertical spacing between the [panels] sheets of said 
series, a sheet stack[ing] supporting platform disposed 
adjacent to said rack means, carried by said platform 
supporting means and operable to receive thereon a stack 
of [panels] sheets discharged from said rack means, 
means operable to alter the vertical ‘position of said 
[stacking] platform relative to said platform supporting 
means to dispose the top of the [panel] sheet stack on 
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said platform slightly below a [panel] sheet supported 
by said rack means in each incrementally adjusted posi 
tion of said platform supporting means irrespective of 
the height of the [panel] sheet stack on said platform, 
and means operable to transfer said [panels] sheets indi 
vidually edgewise from said rack means into stacked po 
sition on said platform. 

12. Sheet handling mechanism comprising ?rst elevator 
means, second elevator means movable relative to said 
?rst elevator means, sheet stack supporting means car 
ried by said second elevator means, sheet transfer means 
carried by said ?rst elevator means at one side of and 
higher than said sheet stack supporting means, means 
operable to move said ?rst elevator means to dispose said 
sheet transfer means in various vertical positions, and 
means operable to e?ect movement of said second eleva 
tor means relative to said ?rst elevator means to shift the 
top of a stack of sheets on said sheet stack supporting 
mean: relative to said sheet transfer means. 

13. Sheet handling mechanism comprising ?rst eleva 
tor means, second elevator means carried by said ?rst 
elevator means and movable relative thereto, sheet stack 
supporting means carried by said second elevator means, 
sheet transfer means carried by said ?rst elevator means 
at one side of and higher than said sheet stack supporting 
means, means operable to move said ?rst elevator means 
to dispose said sheet transfer means in various vertical 
positions, and means operable to c?ect movement of said 
second elevator means relative to said ?rst elevator means 
to shift the top of a stack of sheets on said sheet stack 

14. Sheet handling mechanism comprising ?rst eleva 
tor means, second elevator means movable relative to said 
?rst elevator means, sheet stack supporting means car 
ried by said second elevator means, sheet transfer means 
carried by said ?rst elevator means at one side of and 
higher than said sheet stack supporting means, means 
operable to e?ect movement of said second elevator means 
relative to said ?rst elevator means to shift the top of 
a stack of sheets on said sheet ‘stack supporting means 
relative to‘ said sheet transfer means, sheet conveying 
means including a plurality of sheet conveying shelves 
disposed in closely spaced superposed relationship along 
side said ?rst elevator means and said sheet transfer 
means, and means operable to move said ?rst elevator 
means to dispose said sheet transfer means successively 
in registry with said respective sheet conveying shelves 
of said sheet conveying means. 

15. Sheet handling mechanism comprising ?rst ele 
vator means, second elevator means movable relative to 
said ?rst elevator means, sheet stack supporting means 
carried by said second elevator means, sheet transfer 
means carried by said ?rst elevator means at one side of 
and higher than said sheet stack supporting means, means 
operable to move said ?rst elevator means to dispose said 
sheet transfer means in various vertical positions, and 
means operable to e?ect movement of said second eleva 
tor means relative to said ?rst elevator means to locate 
the top of 'a stack of sheets on said sheet stack supporting 
means substantially at the level of said sheet transfer 
means in its various vertical positions. 

16. Sheet handling mechanism comprising ?rst eleva 
tor means, second elevator means movable relative to said 
?rst elevator means, sheet stack supporting meanscar 
ried by said second elevator means, sheet transfer means 
carried by said ?rst elevator means at one side of and 
higher than said sheet stack supporting means and in 
cluding upper and lower rotatable powered pinching mem 
bers, means operable to move said ?rst elevator means to 
dispose said sheet transfer means in its various vertical 
positions, and means operable to e?ect movement of said 

' second elevator means relative to said ?rst elevator means 

75 
to locate the top of a stack of sheets on said sheet stack 
supporting means substantially at the level of said upper 
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and lower pinching members in their variousv vertical 
positions. ' ' 

I 7. Sheet handling mechanism comprising first elevator 
means, second elevator means movable relative to said first 
elevator means, sheet stack supporting means carried by 
said second elevator means, sheet transfer means carried 
by said first elevator means at one side of and higher than 
said sheet stack supporting means and including upper and 
lower rotatable powered pinching members, said upper 
pinching member being a powered roll, means supporting 
said powered roll for elevational movement toward and 
away from said lower member, means operable to move 
said ?rst elevator means to dispose said sheet transfer 
means in its various vertical positions, and means operable 
to effect movement of said second elevator means relative 
to said ?rst elevator means to locate the top of a stack of 
sheets on said sheet stack supporting means substantially 
at the level of said upper and lower pinching members in 
their various vertical positions. 

18. Sheet handling mechanism comprising sheet con- 
veying means including a plurality of sheet conveying 
shelves disposed in closely spaced superposed relationship, 
sheet transfer means disposed alongside said sheet convey 
ing means, ?rst elevator means carrying said sheet transfer 
means and operable step-by-step to move said sheet trans 
fer means between successive positions in registry with said 
respective sheet conveying shelves of said sheet conveying 
means, second elevator means carried by said first elevator 
means, and sheet stack supporting means carried by said 
second elevator means and movable thereby relative to said 
sheet transfer means as successive sheets are moved by said 
transfer means relative to a stack of sheets carried by said 
sheet stack supporting means, to maintain the top of a 
stack of sheets on said sheet stack supporting means at sub 
stantially the level of said sheet transfer means. 

19. Sheet handling mechanism comprising sheet can 
veying means including a plurality of sheet conveying 
shelves disposed in closely spaced superposed relationship, 
pinching type sheet transfer means disposed alongside said 
sheet conveying means and including a movable lower 
member, an upper presser roll member, power means oper 
able to drive at least one of said members and means oper 
able to move said presser roll member up and down rela 
tive to said lower member to clamp a sheet therebetween, 
first elevator means carrying said sheet transfer means and 
operable step-by-step to move said sheet transfer means be 
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tween successive positions in registry with said respective 
sheet conveying shelves of said sheet conveying means, sec 
ond elevator means movable relative to said first elevator ‘ 
means, sheet stack supporting means carried by said second 
elevator means, and means operable to e?ect movement of 
said second elevator means relative to said ?rst elevator 
means as successive sheets are moved by said sheet transfer 
means relative to a stack of sheets carried by said sheet 
stack supporting means to maintain the top of a stack of 
sheets on said sheet stack supporting means at a predeter‘ 
mined level relative to said sheet transfer means. 

20. Sheet handling mechanism comprising sheet con 
veying means including a plurality of sheet conveying 
shelves disposed in closely spaced superposed relationship, 
sheet transfer means disposed alongside said sheet convey 
ing means including movable upper and lower pinching 
members at least one of which is powered, the upper pinch 
ing member being a roll, ?rst elevator means carrying said 
sheet transfer means and movable intermittently step-by 
step in predetermined increments to move said sheet trans 
fer means between successive positions in registry with 
said respective sheet conveying shelves of said sheet can 
veying means, means supporting said upper roll for move 
ment relative to said lower movable member when said 
sheet transfer means are in registry with one of said sheet 
conveying shelves to e?ect movement of a sheet relative 

' to such shelf,,second elevator means carried by said first 
elevator means, and sheet stack supporting means carried 
by said second elevator means and movable thereby rela 
tive to said sheet transfer means as successive ‘sheets are 
moved by said sheet transfer means relative to a stack of 
sheets carried by said sheet stack supporting means, to 
maintain the top of a stack of sheets on. said sheet stack 
supporting means substantially at the level of said sheet 
transfer means. 
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